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New Approaches to Surveying Organizations

By Nicholas Bloom and John Van Reenen

I. Minimizing Survey Bias

A key challenge in surveys is to obtain unbiased responses to questions. Here we outline a series of steps we have found useful, first concentrating on reducing the bias of the respondent (the manager) and then on reducing the bias of the interviewer (typically an MBA student).

A. Reducing Respondent Bias

Choosing Appropriate Respondents.—It is important to survey somebody junior enough to know day-to-day practices but senior enough to take an overall view of the organization. For example, we targeted plant managers in manufacturing, service line managers in hospitals, principals in schools, and district managers in retail. In manufacturing we phoned firms and requested to speak to plant managers, and if no one fitted that definition we asked for “the person in charge of production at the factory.” It can also be useful to obtain responses from employees in different levels of the firm’s hierarchy to see if there is some systematic difference in response.

Responder Blind Surveys.—There is ample evidence in the psychology literature that respondents like to give the answers that they believe the interviewer wants to hear. For example, Norbert Schwartz (1999) asked experimental subjects to discuss newspaper stories about mass murderers. One group was given paper with the letterhead “Institute of Personality Research” while the other group was given paper with the letterhead “Institute of Social Research.” The former group’s responses concentrated much more on personality and the latter on social environment, highlighting respondents’ desire to provide answers they believe the researcher wants to hear. Thus, in BVR managers were not told in advance they were being scored against a grid of management practices. Instead they were simply told they were being interviewed by a graduate
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student for a project on "Modern manufacturing practices."  

Open Rather than Closed Questions.—To facilitate blind interviews and to avoid biasing respondents by providing response options we used “open questions.” These are questions with no fixed set of responses, such as “Tell me how you monitor your production process.” In comparison a closed question is one that admits only a limited set of responses, such as “Do you monitor your production process daily?” [Yes/No]. Using open questions allows the interviewer to ask a set of questions that feels like a conversation without any strong direction. For example, to score firms on promotion systems the interviewer would start by asking “Tell me about your promotion system,” followed by “How do you identify and develop top performers?”, “How are decisions made about promotions?”, and “Can you describe the most recent promotion round?” The collected responses to these questions would be scored against a grid ranging from one for “People are promoted primarily on the basis of tenure (years of service)” to five for “Top performers are actively identified, developed and promoted.” In contrast the question “Do you actively identify, develop and promote your top performers?” [Yes/No] is more leading in that it implies this is a standard practice, so that many firms may (falsely) respond positively.

Absolute Rather than Subjective Scales.—Many survey forms offer subjective scales for responses, commonly known as “Likert” scales. For example, a question like “How good is your firm’s performance tracking?” with response choices “Extremely good,” “Good,” “Average,” “Poor,” and “Very poor” is subjective because “Poor” means different things to different people. A manager who previously worked for Honda may view daily production monitoring as “Poor” (Honda has real time monitoring), while a manager having previously worked in an Indian textile firm may view daily monitoring as “Extremely good” (Indian textile firms often have no formalized monitoring). Since these responses are not even comparable across respondents, they are certainly not comparable across firms. Using absolute responses avoids this problem—for example asking the question “How frequently do you track performance?” with responses “Yearly,” “Quarterly,” “Monthly,” “Weekly,” “Daily,” “Repeatedly within each day.”

Asking for Examples.—We have found examples are particularly helpful for topics which are sensitive within firms and where practice often differs from theory. For example, most organizations in theory have a process for getting rid of underperforming employees, but in practice this rarely happens in many organizations (e.g., the public sector). So we found it was essential after the initial question “If you had a poor performer what would you do?” to follow up with “Could you give me a recent example?”

Controlling for Respondent Characteristics.—Different interviewees may respond in different ways to the same question. To address this we collect detailed information on responders (e.g., their position in the hierarchy, tenure in the firm and tenure in their current post). This information can be useful by including these as noise controls in regression analysis. For example, in BVR we found that senior managers had higher management scores, possibly because management practices are better at senior levels of the firm or possibly because senior managers are more positive about their firms. Either way, controlling for these variables in the regression analysis usually helps reduce measurement error.

B. Reducing Interviewer Bias

Interviewer Blind Survey.—Biases may be due to the interviewer’s having preconceptions about the firm being questioned. For example, an MBA student interviewing a General Electric plant is likely to be ex ante prejudiced in giving the firm a high score on its management practices. We tried to mitigate this by choosing medium sized firms (100 to 5,000 employees) which the interviewers were unlikely to have previously heard of. We also did not share any financial information on the firms in advance: interviewers were provided only with the firm’s
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name, telephone number, and industry before the interview. In particular, they were not provided with any prior performance data and did not research their firms on the Internet before calling them. This meant the interview had to begin with the question “Could I start by asking you a bit about what you do in your firm?” If interviewers were challenged over their lack of prior knowledge of the firm they explained, “We deliberately do not research firms in advance to make sure we have no preconceptions before running interviews,” which seemed to satisfy most managers.

Calibrate Early, Calibrate Often.—When moving away from a single script with closed questions to a more complex script with open questions the concern arises that interviewers will be scoring answers in subtly different ways. To mitigate this problem it is important to have intensive training prior to the survey to explain the scoring grid. For example, we ran several days of lean manufacturing, target setting and performance management training sessions in the initial training week for BVR. We also ran a series of calibration exercises to ensure consistent scoring. This involved a lead researcher running mock interviews which all the trainee interviewers scored individually and then discussed together as a group to align scoring. Throughout the survey process we continued to run these mock-interviews to ensure calibration was maintained.

Common Location with Cross Group Interviewing.—To compare different subjects groups—for example different countries—it is useful to base the interview team in one location and rotate interviewers across groups. Rotation across groups means that interviewer fixed effects can be removed when making comparisons. For example, if Ron and Pierre are interviewing the United States and France respectively using field based surveys (i.e., visiting the firms in person), then the difference between the scores could be due either to real differences in management practices or to differences in the interview approach of Ron and Pierre. Instead, if they are both running the survey from the United Kingdom by telephone, undertaking regular calibration, and switch countries throughout the survey (because Ron speaks French and Pierre speaks English), then differences between countries should be more informative of management differences. This is a substantial practical advantage of telephone based surveys, in that it enables interviewers to rotate between organizations from different locations.

Interviewer Quality.—Open questions with absolute scoring grids put demands on the ability of interviewers. Thus, the human capital of the interviewers is important—for example, interviewers need to be able to rapidly understand a range of modern management practices in training and ideally have some prior business experience (as well as having language skills!). This is especially important if the target respondents are senior managers, such as plant managers, who can give short shrift to people they think do not know what they are talking about. So, we usually hire international MBA students from good schools as interviewers.

Incentives and Monitoring.—Personnel economics emphasizes the importance of the right kind of incentive pay contracts. In early survey waves we paid interviewers flat-rate salaries, using personal encouragement to persuade them to make calls. However, since scheduling and running interviews is hard and repetitive, we found flat rate salaries led to only moderate levels of productivity. So in later survey waves we moved to piece rate pay for interviewers, with a supervisor for each group of four interviewers. The supervisors did not run interviewers, but instead they silently listened in to the interviews to ensure quality control. Supervisors were paid a flat rate salary and were usually part of the research team or a trusted PhD student. While this change led to a 20 percent drop in interview manpower (one of out every five people became a supervisor) we obtained a doubling in productivity.

C. Reducing Interview Bias

The context of the interview itself can cause a bias—for example, Daniel Kahnemann et al. (2004) report how happiness varies with the time of day. So it is helpful to record the time of the day (for the interviewee and the respondent), the day of the week, and the interview duration as factors and control for these in regression analysis. For example, in BVR we found that responders were more likely to give higher
responses in the morning and towards the end of the week. We also realized that interviewers could evaluate the quality of an interview—for example, some respondents were very forthcoming with information and knowledgeable about their firm, while others were guarded and less informed. So we asked interviewers to score the perceived reliability of the interview score. This turned out to be valuable, because in interviews with higher reliability scores the management practices scores were more strongly correlated with firm performance, suggesting self-assessed interview quality can proxy for interview quality.

D. Getting People to Respond

The surveys we have conducted are voluntary, and we often are asked “why do people respond to your survey?” Of course, one could ask this of almost any voluntary survey (e.g., the Current Population Survey), but it is more likely to be an issue because researcher’s surveys are not directly government supported. Our experience is once you get respondents talking on the phone they usually like to talk about themselves and their jobs. The hardest part is getting an interview scheduled in the first place. Several strategies can help. First, firms are inundated by marketing research, so switchboards refuse to connect calls from people wanting to conduct “surveys” or mentioning “research” (because of the link to market research). We found it was best to confidently ask to be connected to the production manager, and, if questioned, state we were “doing a piece of work on manufacturing management.” Our interviewers tried to avoid ever using the word “survey” or “research.”

Second, try to obtain some endorsement for your study from an official body—like the Central Bank—to distinguish what you are doing from marketing companies. Third, persistence is a virtue. Responders will frequently procrastinate and miss the scheduled time for interviews. It is necessary to persistently follow up, which requires running the survey over several months. Also phoning outside regular business hours is helpful—in the United States in particular many managers will pick up their phones to an unknown caller ID only outside the working day.

Fourth, avoid asking for information that can be obtained from other sources. Financial information can be sensitive and is often publicly available anyway in company accounts. Having the respondent obtain this data wastes valuable interview time. Finally, open ended questions like “Tell me about your promotion system” are more engaging than closed ended factual questions like “How many people were promoted in your firm last year?” Open ended questions feel more like a conversation, while closed ended questions feel like a dry data extraction. In BSV we minimized the time on closed ended questions and located these at the end of the interview.

In BVR we obtained a 54 percent completed interview response rate, which is extremely high by the standards of large-scale surveys which are not government mandated. Interestingly, we also found that response rates were uncorrelated with observables like firm performance, suggesting more individualistic reasons for nonresponse.

II. Evaluating Survey Bias

The previous section outlined a number of steps to minimize survey bias. But from our experience of presenting organizational survey research it is also helpful to provide validation results to convince the audience that the survey was measuring real organizational differences across firms. Below we outline a number of survey exercises we have found useful for this.

Response Bias.—After collecting survey data it is important to evaluate response reliability. One way is to compare the observable characteristics of the responders to the non-responders, and for this one needs variables that are in both samples (i.e., not variables collected as part of the survey). For firms this typically includes location, industry, size and accounting information.

Independent Resurvey Tests.—It is a good idea to resurvey about five percent of the firms using different interviewers and responders. This can be used to gauge the extent of measurement error at the question level. For example, in BVR we resurveyed 64 firms using a different interviewer to survey a different plant manager in the same firm to obtain two independent surveys from the same firm. We found that the question level scores were correlated at 0.502
and the management average score at 0.734. This indicated survey reliability and was useful for convincing potential skeptics that the survey was really measuring differences in management practices across firms.

**Different Survey Instruments.**—Another good design is to collect the data using more than one instrument and compare the results across the methods. For example, Grous (2009) implemented the BVR approach for UK aerospace firms asking the same questions to plant managers using a telephone based survey, and then visited the factory and interviewed plant managers, shop-floor workers, CEOs and IT managers. He found a high degree of consistency between the responders’ answers, suggesting that the single interview of the plant manager was a low cost method of eliciting this type of information. Bloom et al. (2009) interviewed a set of Indian firms using the BSV methodology and then had a management consulting firm independently evaluate the practices of these firms using factory visits, and again found a high degree of consistency. Finally, European Bank of Reconstruction and Development (2009) organized a face to face survey using a closed-question paper based instrument on 418 UK, German, Indian and Polish firms that had previously been interviewed using the BVR methodology. Again, these responses were well correlated across the different survey tools.

**III. Conclusions**

We have described some practical strategies for economists who want to conduct surveys on organizational practices. These involve using double-blind survey techniques, with open ended questions against absolute scoring grids, while also collecting background controls for potential survey bias. We also suggested the resurvey of a five percent sample of the original group using different interviewers and respondents within the same organizations to help to validate the methodology. The exact methodology will rest on the research question at hand, but we believe most of these steps should be adopted by researchers aiming to run high-quality organizational surveys.

Methodologically, what we are trying to do is somewhere between the traditional approach of economists generating and using large-sample secondary data and the approach of qualitative social scientists using a case study approach. For the types of questions in a range of research areas like personnel economics, organizational economics, and contract theory we believe this methodology has major advantages over more standard approaches.
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